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ment’s effectiveness in identifying,
measuring, monitoring and control-
ling risk. Two principal enhance-
ments have been made to update
the rating system while retaining its
basic framework. First, the evalua-
tion of interest rate and other non-
credit financial risks has been
moved from the Liquidity and other
components to a new sixth compo-
nent called “Sensitivity to Market
Risk.” Thus, the revised rating sys-
tem acronym is CAMELS. The new
“S” component rating will address
the degree that changes in interest
rates, commodity prices, and equity
prices could adversely affect the
institution’s earnings or economic
capital. The new component, while
broad in scope, will only focus on
those elements that are relevant to
the institution being examined. For
example, foreign exchange and
price risks may not be relevant to
some thrifts and thus their “S” com-
ponent rating will primarily focus
on interest-rate risk.

Another noteworthy change is that
the definitions for composite 1-, 2-,
and 3-rated institutions establish
more explicit guidance for the com-
ponent ratings. For composite 1-
rated institutions, all components
should generally be rated 1 or 2. For
composite 2-rated institutions, com-
ponent ratings should normally be
no worse than 3; and for composite
3- rated institutions, none of the

For Further Information Contact: Your
OTS Regional Office or William J.
Magrini (202-906-5744) or Mary Jo
Johnson (202-906-5739) of Supervi-
sion Policy, Washington, DC. 
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Background 

Revised UFIRS

The Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council’s (FFIEC) Task
Force on Supervision, acting under
delegated authority, has approved
an updated Uniform Financial Insti-
tutions Rating System, historically
referred to as the CAMEL rating sys-
tem. The former CAMEL rating sys-
tem produced a composite rating of
an institution’s overall condition and
performance by assessing five rating
components: Capital adequacy,
Asset quality, Management, Earn-
ings, and Liquidity. 

The revised rating system, which
was published by FFIEC in the Fed-
eral Register on December 19, 1996,
was part of an interagency effort to
update the composite and compo-
nent rating definitions and address
changes in the financial services
industry and in supervisory policies
and procedures occurring since the
rating system was adopted in 1979.
The revised rating system places
additional emphasis on manage-
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component ratings should be worse
than 4. Such guidance, while not an
absolute requirement, is more spe-
cific than current CAMEL rating
guidance. 

The revised rating system should
not add to examination time or reg-
ulatory burden on financial institu-
tions since it includes factors that
examiners have routinely consid-
ered, but were not explicitly
reflected in the former rating sys-
tem.
 
Disclosure of Component Ratings

Concurrent with the adoption of the
new rating system, OTS will also
begin disclosing, to institutions
being examined, the CAMELS com-
ponent ratings in the Report of
Examination (ROE). OTS has hereto-
fore only disclosed the CAMEL
overall (composite) rating in the
ROE. OTS believes that such disclo-
sure of the CAMELS component rat-
ings will encourage a more com-
plete and open discussion of
examination findings and recom-
mendations between examiners and
institution management. In addi-
tion, disclosure of the CAMELS
component ratings should provide
management with a better under-
standing of how the composite rat-
ing is derived, and enable them to
better address any weaknesses in
specific areas before it becomes nec-
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OTS expects to implement this
change in the second quarter of
1997. Until then, the current Miscel-
laneous page of the ROE will be
used to accommodate the Sensitivity
to Market Risk component. It will be
stored in the Examination Data
Package (EDP) to follow the Liquid-
ity-ALM page; however, the naming
convention of the document will
continue to be listed as “S1-
Miscellaneous.” The page itself has
been revised with the new header
and component description. Prior to
transferring the ROE to Washing-
ton, the S1-Miscellaneous page
should be deleted for examinations
currently in progress. The existing
ROE CAMEL pages have been
revised to reflect the updated com-
ponent descriptions. The composite
rating definitions and the ROE
index have also been revised accord-
ingly.

essary to downgrade the institu-
tion’s overall (composite) rating. 

The following rating disclosure pro-
cedures will be implemented for all
safety and soundness examinations,
including joint and concurrent
examinations, conducted by the
OTS. Component ratings assigned
for examinations that begin on or
before January 31, 1997, will not be
disclosed in discussions with man-
agement or in the ROE. We are
developing plans for implementing
disclosure of specialty examination
components, where applicable.

Implementation Guidance

CAMELS

The ROE, currently a word process-
ing document, is being converted
into a Microsoft Word document.

Pursuant to the current ROE
Instructions, the Examination Con-
clusions and Comments page of the
ROE will continue to list, at the top
of the page, the Composite Uniform
Financial Institution Rating for the
current examination and for the two
previous examinations. A heading
“Component Ratings:” and the
name of each CAMELS compo-
nent—Capital Adequacy, Asset
Quality, Management, Earnings,
Liquidity - Asset/Liability Manage-
ment, and Sensitivity to Market Risk
have been added directly under the
heading for the composite rating. To
the right of each component head-
ing, add the numerical rating
assigned for that component. 

The composite rating and each of
the component ratings will line up
vertically on the Examination Con-
clusions and Comments page as fol-
lows:
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EXAMINATION CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

Current
Exam Date Prior Exam Prior Exam
> (Date) (Date) (Date)

Composite Uniform
Financial Institution
Rating > _____________ _______________ _______________

Component Ratings:
Capital Adequacy > _____________
Asset Quality > _____________
Management > _____________
Earnings > _____________
Liquidity/ALM > _____________
Sensitivity to Market Risk

> _____________

> (insert name of EIC), Examiner in Charge    (Signature) 
> (insert name of Additional Sign-Off and title) (Signature)
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ment System (TIMS), which will be
available at the end of the first quar-
ter, will reflect the rating changes.
TIMS is a newly designed system
that will house all of the supervisory
and regulatory monitoring systems
such as the Output Report System
(ORS) and the Thrift Financial
Report (TFR). 

Disclosure of Component Ratings—
Management Discussions

Examiners will disclose component
ratings at exit conferences with sen-
ior management and, when appro-
priate, the board of directors. Exam-
iners should obtain sufficient
concurrence with the ratings from
regional management, so that the
component ratings disclosed are
final, or subject to revisions only in
rare instances. If the ratings are sub-
ject to further review, the examiner
should disclose to thrift manage-
ment that the ratings are not final.
Each Regional Director will estab-
lish regional review office proce-
dures to implement this policy.

During the discussion, examiners
are expected to discuss the factors
considered in assigning each com-
ponent rating as well as the overall
composite rating. Examiners should
indicate that the composite rating is
based on a careful evaluation of an
institution’s managerial, operational
and financial performance as well as
compliance with laws and regula-

The assigned component rating
should be added to the top left cor-
ner of each core component page.
Report comments on the Examina-
tion Conclusions and Comments
page and on other related schedules
throughout the report should fully
support the component and com-
posite ratings assigned. The individ-
ual core page for a component rat-
ing should continue to contain a
clear and thorough discussion of
that component. Component ratings
should be supported with selected
use of statistics (as necessary) and
with language that is clear and
informative, appropriate in tone,
and which, in general, explains the
examiner’s assignments, conclu-
sions, and reasoning.

Descriptions of the component rat-
ings are available in the attachment
to this bulletin and can be provided
separately to institution manage-
ment, upon request. Section 071,
CAMEL Ratings, of the Thrift Activ-
ities Handbook will be revised to
reflect the revised UFIRS and disclo-
sure requirements and will be dis-
tributed in the near future. 

Modifications will be made to the
Examination Data System (EDS)
part III to capture the new “S” com-
ponent. With the exception of the
Docket Detail Print and the Exami-
nation History, existing output
reports will not be modified. The
new Thrift Information Manage-

tions. The composite rating assigned
is not based on an arithmetic aver-
age of the components, but is based
on a qualitative analysis of the fac-
tors comprising each component,
the interrelationship between com-
ponents, and, more importantly, the
overall level of supervisory concern.

The quality of management is the
single most important element in
the successful operation of a savings
association, and is usually the factor
that is most indicative of how well
risk is identified, measured, moni-
tored, and controlled. For this rea-
son, examiners should take suffi-
cient time to review and explain to
senior management and, when
appropriate, to the board of direc-
tors, the factors considered when
assigning a management compo-
nent rating and the meaning of the
assigned rating. Examiners’ written
comments in support of the man-
agement rating should include an
assessment of the effectiveness of
existing processes to identify, meas-
ure, monitor, and control risk.
Finally, management should be
reminded that the UFIRS composite
and component ratings disclosed in
the examination report remain sub-
ject to the confidentiality rules
imposed by 12 C.F.R. Part 510 of the
OTS Regulations. This includes the
verbal disclosures made at the con-
clusion of the examination.

Attachment
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John F. Downey
Executive Director,
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